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quiet the nervous system, restore sleep and strength
in a large measure, and, what is not to be despised,
impart a cheerful and hopeful spirit to the patient
In chronic and acute diseases, especially when
there is a periodicity in attack, sleep is recommended
to break that periodicity, and to lengthen the inter-
vals between attacks. In all mental, psychological,
and highly nervous troubles sleep is advised. When
this is necessary, mesmerise by the long pass from
head to feet; the patient being in bed, or lying upon
the sofa, will materially facilitate your operations,
You will soon begin to see the effects of your atten-
dance by the improvement in your patient. When
the patient "looks for you," is impatient for your
visit, and wearies for the next, it is not a bad sign;
it indicates your influence and presence to be refresh-
ing and restorative in character. Good doctors and
nurses have the same characteristics. If your presence
or influence is in any way disagreeable to your
patient, and upon the third or fourth visit you are
satisfied of this, give up the treatment. You can do
no good, although another may. But do not give up
a case simply because favourable results are tardy in
making their appearance. Where your influence is
net disagreeable, it is your duty to persevere and
hope for the best. You cannot do harm, and you may
do great good.
When there is nervousness and great debility,
operate from the head—back-head—downward, long
passes at first, and then short passes locally. If the
action of the heat is weak or palpitation is charac-
teristic, breathe in upon it at the termination of each
treatment You will be surprised at the warmth and
generous feeling transferred throughout your patient's
organism in consequence. You can subdue the most
violent coughing fit by steadily, and gently breath-
ing upon the spine, just between the shoulder-blades
of your patient—child or adult. So long as the cloth-
ing, under or upper, is not made of silk, the breath-
ing >will be effectual. The lungs should be fully
•expanded, the mouth placed dose to the part, as near

